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A comprehensive menu of Shu Jiao Fu Zhou from Broad Channel covering all 16 courses and drinks can be
found here on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What User likes about Shu Jiao Fu Zhou:
Small hole in a wall shop, doesn’t look like much and shop is cash only! We ordered the $3 peanut noodle that

everyone raves about and the pork chive dumplings.The peanut noodles were ok, nothing too special simple and
filling. But the dumplings, those were amazing and the best part!! Would definitely come back again for the

dumplings, the filling was nice and juicy. Use the dark sauce, it’s a perfect combination.Por... read more. What
Michael W doesn't like about Shu Jiao Fu Zhou:

Seriously? Yes it's very cheap. Totally tasteless waste of calories. Soya, hot sauces everything is watered down.
They charge for plates, and give single napkin, cash only. Hey I get it. It is cheap. Cheap in every single way.

Filthy tables and interior. Hey I travel a lot and always enjoy a bargain but don't say the food is good. It's
absolutely sh**te. The the reviewers that enjoy this slop,...I would suggest every... read more. In Shu Jiao Fu

Zhou from Broad Channel, you can enjoy versatile, delicious Chinese cuisine that's authentically prepared in a
wok, and you may look forward to the delicious typical seafood cuisine.
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Sid� dishe�
PICKLES

Sauce�
ERDNUSSSAUCE

Beilage� un� �tra�
SOJASAUCE

Soup
HOT AND SOUR SOUP

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
MUSHROOM

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

SOUP

FISH

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

CHICKEN

RICE

BUTTER

CHILI

PEANUT BUTTER

SEAFOOD
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